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Who collects my personal data?
SpongePie Group (https://spongepie.com) - owner of Socialize and third-parties listed
below in this document.

What types of personal data do you collect?
Your IP address, unique device identificator and all the information about your
account that you provide us with (email, username, password, avatar, settings,
social media usernames and URLs, phone no.) plus the information required
by third-parties’ solutions that we use. Our app uses a camera only to scan
QR Codes. We don’t collect any photos (except sent as an avatar) or videos.

Do you store cookies and what for?
Yes, we do store cookies on your end devices to provide a functional
user log in system, create statistics and to keep track of who you are.
Third-parties solutions may use them for their own purposes accordingly
to their privacy policies.

How do you use my data?
We use it to improve overall user experience, create statistics, log your actions
and provide all the functionalities. Third-parties services use them accordingly
to their privacy policies.

Do you sell my data?
We do not sell any information about you.

Who do you share my information with?
We display information about your account to other users based on your visibility
settings. You can change them at any time on our site. Only listed third-parties may
have access to all the data regardless of the settings, but we may disclose them
to legal authorities upon their request as well.

Are you responsible for the data stored on sites that you have links
to?
No, please remember that we are not responsible for how your data is processed
on different sites or by third-parties.

Is my information safe?
We do our best to make sure that all the information we collect is safely stored,
but we cannot guarantee 100% safety. Because of that we cannot be held
responsible for any data thefts.

How long do you keep my information for?
We store the information about your account forever, unless you decide
to terminate it.

Do I have an access to my data? Can I modify them?
You have access to most of the information through your profile settings,
but you can request a complete report by our support.
You may modify them at any time, except information stored in our logs.

Can I request that you remove my data?
We will delete all the data associated with your account after 6 months
from its termination. However, this excludes your IPs and actions logs.

List of third-parties and their services:
Google Inc. –

Firebase Cloud Messaging
and Firebase Notifications
- sending application notifications
Google Analytics
- creating statistics based on user actions
Privacy Policy: https://www.google.com/policies/

Facebook, Inc. –

Facebook Login
- authenticating user’s Facebook account
Privacy Policy: https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy

SpongePie Group reserves the right to change this document
at any time without a notice.

